Greetings to all our members across the globe from WZCC News.

The purpose of this Newsletter is to connect with our members and readers worldwide and update them of the role and importance of the World Zarathushti Chamber of Commerce.

**Power of Youth Driving Future Generations:** WZCC functions on the principle of Industry - Integrity. We want to encourage our members, particularly the youth, to follow this principle and excel in their achievements with integrity and compassion towards their fellow human beings.

**12th WORLD ZOROASTRIAN CONGRESS**
New York~ July 1st to 4th 2022
Find out more [here](#)

**EXPO 2020, DUBAI**
Connecting Minds, Creating the Future

Ferzin Irani from Dubai takes us through the highlights.
Read more about this global event [here](#)
Forthcoming Chapter EVENTS

April 29 - UK Chapter
Mr. Cyrus Mewawalla, equity analyst & author to speak at an in-person event at Cyrus Todiwala's new restaurant.

On going - Australia Chapter
Jimmy Medhora's views on Women Empowerment that was the inspiration for the wonderful podcasts titled HERstory.
Read article here
Listen to podcasts here

NEWS from Chapters across the globe

March 27 - Middle East Chapter presented Pretty Boman, a hilarious show in English & featured stalwarts such as Boman Irani, Danesh Irani & others.

March 19 - Chicago Chapter celebrated Haspathadem Gahanbar. Five ladies, all foodpreneurs, showcased their wares. Read more here

March 19 - WE Wing showcased Dr. Farah MC Shroff who spoke on “We will rock you ! Celebrating Zarathushhti Women”.
Watch here

March 12 - Bangalore Chapter hosted the first webinar in the series “Career Talks”, titled Health, Fitness & Sports. Watch here

March - New York Chapter
Read more here

WHAT WZCC HAS TO OFFER

Opportunities for Start-ups & Young Entrepreneurs
By Pheroze P. Kharas - Special Advisor, Business Advisory Committee

This article is about creating wealth and happiness by developing a successful business, which, at the end of its term, can leave a worthy legacy for the next generation.

Entrepreneurs create jobs. Jobs provide people with livelihood. Given a reliable source of livelihood people feel emotionally secure. Hence, developing entrepreneurship has become a global priority.

Continue reading here

ARTICLES FROM THE FINANCIAL EXPERTS

Too Good To Last by Dorab Mistry ~ Read here

Market Snapshot by Dilshad Billimoria ~ Read here

CELEBRATING THE ADVENT OF SPRING

A write-up by Kersi B. Shroff
Rumi’s sentiment, “You are…my…Nowruz today”, remains globally true in our times.

In many parts of the world, the arrival of Spring in the Northern Hemisphere also brings with it the joy and promise of an ancient festival called Nowruz. Its process of acculturation into modern times in a significant portion of the world provides an early tale of globalization. Celebrated for over 2,500 years, Nowruz still captivates populations in many countries, and of different faiths, in the Middle East, Asia, the Caucasus, and the Balkans, including parts of the Islamic world. Continue reading here

A traditional Haft-seen table
INTRODUCING YOUNG ZARATHUSHTI ENTREPRENEURS

Path of Asha is an apparel brand created to celebrate the diverse culture of Iran & Zoroastrians. It is founded by Tanya Hoshi, a Pakistani-Canadian Zoroastrian based in Toronto, as a way to share designs & stories that spread knowledge and pride about her cultural heritage. Having both Iranian & Pakistani grandparents, she grew up embracing both cultures & loves staying connected to her roots while in the diaspora. Continue reading here.

Cyrus Mewawalla, Head of Thematic Research, GlobalData Plc says, “To maximise profits, CEO’s must embrace ESG (Environmental, Social, Governance). It is the most important corporate theme of the decade.

Read this interesting article here.

FINAL WORDS from the Newsletter Team

Hope you have enjoyed reading this first issue of WZCC News! Bringing you information and anecdotes from across the WZCC world, in a concise and fresh way. There is so much going on in our Chapters across the world, and this first issue brings you only a taste of it. We hope that what you read stimulates you to write in with your own news, opinions, stories or any other items of interest to share across our community! This is a “Work In Progress” and feedback is important to us. STAY CONNECTED ...let us know your thoughts & ideas and keep the WZCC News flowing!

THE NEWSLETTER TEAM
Bahram | Behram | Dilnavaz | Percy | Perses | Shernaz | Zarine

Send us thoughts, feedback and news on wzccnewsletter@gmail.com